Abstract-We describe a multicore fiber for nonlinear endoscopy where an ultrashort pulse is divided up and delivered through multiple cores to reduce the peak power. The variation in group index between cores of the fiber is minimized to allow simultaneously launched sub-pulses to arrive at the distal end of the fiber synchronously. Minimization of group index variation between cores is achieved at a V parameter of 3 owing to a turning point in the relationship between the group index and V parameter. For synchronized arrival times, single-mode propagation is important. By tapering a short length of the fiber at the launch end, the V value is locally brought below 2.405 allowing a pure fundamental mode to be launched into each core.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
NDOSCOPY is used in a range of applications to remotely image samples where direct access is not possible. For biomedical applications there is increasing interest to translate advanced microscopy techniques to endoscopy, including laser scanning confocal and multiphoton microscopy, which can provide optically sectioned images with subcellular resolution. Conventionally, such endoscopes are realized using either distal or proximal scanning [1] . In distal scanning schemes, a conventional single core optical fiber is used and the image is formed using mechanical components at the distal end to scan the beam, either by deflecting the beam, e.g. using mirrors [2] , or by physically scanning the optical fiber head, e.g. [3] . The size of the distal mechanical components determines the minimum diameter of the endoscope, which can be a limiting factor for medical applications. In proximal scanning endoscopes, the illuminating laser source is raster scanned across the input end of a multi-core fiber, sequentially illuminating individual cores that form the pixels of the final image [4] .
The detected signal from the sample is most commonly linear optical scattering of the illuminating radiation or fluorescence. Recently, nonlinear processes have been used in microscopy to offer optical sectioning with enhanced depth penetration compared to confocal imaging and there is increasing interest to implement these approaches in endoscopy.
For clinical imaging, multiphoton excitation provides deeper imaging [5] and can be applied to endogenous fluorophores to provide chemical and species-specific information without the need for exogenous chemical labelling.
Nonlinear imaging modalities require the transmission of ultrashort high peak-power pulses to the sample, typically via a single mode optical fiber, in order to generate the desired nonlinear signal. Unfortunately these pulses can also excite a nonlinear signal in the delivery fiber. This leads to spectral and temporal broadening of the pulses that degrade the endoscopic images. To address this challenge, a new approach to laser scanning endoscopy was proposed and demonstrated by Thompson et al. [6] . The incident optical beam is divided into an array of sub-beams that are each coupled to separate cores in a multicore fiber, such that the peak power (and any nonlinear effects) in any core is greatly reduced. If the relative phases of the sub-beams emerging from the distal end of the fiber are appropriately adjusted -for example, by using a spatial light modulator at the proximal end -they will interfere to form a focused spot. This spot can be scanned by adjusting the relative phase of the sub-beams and so laser scanning endoscopy can be implemented with no distal mechanical or optical components, enabling the development of ultrathin endoscopes. Similar procedures have also been explored to realize optical imaging through turbid media [7] , [8] .
An analogous approach has been demonstrated using a single multimode fiber instead of multicore fiber [9] , [10] , but this is less suitable for nonlinear endoscopy, as discussed below.
Using continuous wave laser illumination, Thompson et al. [6] demonstrated pre-compensation of the phase variation across the sub-beams and the application of programmed phase profiles to scan the focused spot. Subsequently Andresen et al. [11] extended this approach to proof-of-principle demonstration of lens-less two photon endoscopy. A key consideration is to ensure that the variation in the delay of the sub-pulses propagating in the different cores is less than their coherence length, otherwise the sub-beams will not coherently interfere to form and scan the focused spot. This propagation delay is determined by the group indices of the different cores. Thus the spread of the group indices among the cores sets a lower limit on the coherence length and therefore limits the duration of the pulses that can be used. Using a conventional multicore endoscope fiber, as employed in [6] , is challenging because the neighboring cores are contrived to have different propagation constants, in order to reduce coupling between the adjacent cores that could result in cross-talk in the acquired image. The variation in propagation constant leads to significant variation in group index between the different cores. In this letter we demonstrate how to design and implement a multicore fiber endoscope in which variations in group index between the cores are minimized.
II. FABRICATION AND THEORY
Initially we fabricated a multicore fiber preform with nominally identical step-index cores and drew it to be single-mode at 800nm wavelength. However, measurements showed that there was significant variation in group index between the cores. These differences arise from core-to-core variations in diameter and numerical aperture. This is a result of the stack and draw technique used to fabricate the fiber and of changes in dopant concentration along the length of the single-core preform used to make the stack.
To address this, we studied the dependence of the group index on the fiber parameters. Figure 1 shows the calculated dependence of group index, n g , on the normalized frequency parameter, V , computed for an index step of 1.36% and wavelength of 800 nm, as used for the fabricated fibers. The calculation took account of the material dispersion of the silica glass. The dependence of group index on core diameter is minimized near V = 3. This is a general result for a step index fiber, where the material dispersion is not too exotic, and is closely related to the V = 3 zero in the waveguide dispersion [12] . The cores in such a fiber will support more than a single mode but, by tapering a short length of the fiber to serve as a mode filter, a fiber length of a few meters (as appropriate for endoscopy) can be arranged to provide single-mode output beams. In the tapered region, the group index will again become sensitive to core size variations, but this sensitivity can be minimized by keeping the mode filter short.
Accordingly, a 121 core preform was fabricated using the stack and draw technique, using a multimode fiber preform Optical microscope image of a 200 µm diameter multicore fiber end face using bottom illumination. The ideal turned fibre diameter is 180 µm with core diameters of 3.14 µm and pitch 13.5 µm. The 31 measured diagonal cores are indicated by the arrows, giving a representative sample across the fibre. drawn to rods for the elements. A numerical aperture (NA) of 0.23 was used for each step-index core with Heraeus F300 fused silica used for the cladding. From this preform a number of different multicore fibers were drawn to different outer diameters. An example is shown in figure 2.
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The variation in group index was measured using a low coherence scanning Mach-Zehnder interferometer utilizing a fiber-based optical supercontinuum with a 10nm band-pass filter centered at 800nm as a low-coherence light source (figure 3). The position of interference fringes with and without the fibre was used to measure the group index. Flat transmission was seen through the fibre around 800nm. The input and output ends of the sample fiber were translated with respect to the coupling lenses in order to study different cores while maintaining the path outside of the optical fiber constant.
We studied various core sizes by selecting fibers with different outer diameters. For each fiber, the group indices of the 31 cores lying along the three diagonals in the array of cores were measured, providing a representative sample of the variations in group index across each multi-core fiber and ensuring that the same cores were measured in each of the fibers studied. Figure 4 shows the calculated variation of group index and the individual measured group indices of the 31 cores in each of four multicore fibers as a function of V and outer diameter (OD). The fiber with V = 3 (180µm OD) shows the smallest spread of group indices across the 31 cores. The standard deviation of the group indices in the 180µm fiber is 2.2×10 −5 , which is a variation of ∼0.005%. In contrast, the standard deviation for the 130µm OD fiber is approximately six times greater. From the standard deviation measured in the V = 3 fiber, we calculated that 100fs pulses with a central wavelength of 800nm simultaneously launched into the separate cores would still coherently recombine at the distal end after propagating 2m.
There is a residual variation in group index seen in the V = 3 fiber. Using the doping profile data supplied with the germanium-doped preforms, the radius of the doped region in these preforms varied by an average of 5.3% along the 1 m length. This agrees with the estimate of a 4.8% variation in core radii obtained from the measured variation in group index for the V = 3 fiber. This residual variation can thus be attributed to non-uniformity in the doped preform used to create the multicore stack. Improving the uniformity of the doping profile along the length of the preform would allow the spread of group indices to be further reduced. Figure 5 shows the results from low coherence interferometry measurements of a single core from this fiber for different launch conditions, which illustrates multimode propagation at V = 3 as expected. To realize single-mode propagation, a tapered region is used as a mode filter. Initially a 2cm long waist region with diameter 125µm (V = 2.1, n g = 1.4887) was created in the center of the length of the fiber to give access to both ends for re-cleaving. However, when light is launched into one core only, the higher order modes are stripped from this core (in the down-taper) but they become modes of the fiber as a whole and are recaptured by the cores during the up-taper as the propagation constants become re-matched, figure 6(a) . The fiber could be bent at the waist region to help strip away the higher order modes, but this would introduce a group delay across the fiber face.
To avoid this, the tapered region was introduced instead at the fiber input, where the outer diameter was adiabatically increased over a length of 1cm from 120µm (where V = 2.0, n g = 1.4887) to 180µm (where V = 3.0). This transition length is typical of adiabatic tapers in conventional fibers [13] . This means the higher modes were not excited in the first place. Figure 6(b) shows that all the light is contained within the central input core for this configuration, bending the fibre and no effect on the single modedness in this case. Using the same set-up as before, low coherence interferometry was used to verify that the resulting fiber transmitted just the fundamental mode at 800 nm, as illustrated by the interferogram shown in figure 7 . The presence of a single fringe packet confirms that the taper transmission was adiabatic. The tapered fiber would become multimode again at ∼665 nm. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated how, through control of the V parameter, we are able to minimize the range of core to core variations in group index that arise from variations in core diameter and index contrast. This optimization, at V = 3, allows 100 fs pulses to be coherently recombined after two meters of propagation, enabling a focused beam that can scanned as required for nonlinear endomicroscopy. We have also shown that a short tapered region, to reduce V to less than 2.405 at the proximal end of the multicore fiber, ensures single mode propagation through the subsequent V = 3 fiber, making it viable for nonlinear endoscopic applications. We note that this optimization is not applicable to the approach utilizing a single multimode optical fiber (e.g. [9] , [10] ), for which the spread in group indices for the different modes makes the transmission and focusing of ultrashort optical pulses more challenging -although we note that a small subset of modes with similar optical path lengths can be selected for short pulse transmission [14] .
